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Topics

• MRX results
• SSPX computations
• Pegasus flux compression
• Two-fluid tearing for MST
• New CDX-U computations

Aside:

• Reynolds’ paper on PPCD is nearly ready for submission to PoP.

• Carey is working on rotation stabilization of kink--mostly eigenmode
analysis in last couple of months.



Recent MRX Results
• Nick Murphy’s global simulations of MRX with MHD and 2-fluid
models show that pressure plays a large role in this experiment.
• With pull reconnection, pressure tends to pile-up on the flux-cores
impeding outflow, and the smaller inboard volume for inflow causes the
reconnection site to move.
• There is some sensitivity to thermal conduction, but the general outcome
does not change.

Plots at right show:

a) B-toroidal

b) Pressure

c) V-vertical

for 2-fluid pull



Simulated electron outflow may be too localized.

• Kinetic effects found in PIC simulations may spread the electron
outflow profile.

Nick’s paper  on global MRX modeling has been accepted for
publication in PoP (April).

Comparison of electron outflow computed from MRX magnetic loops (left) and from
a NIMROD 2-fluid simulation (right).



SSPX Computation
• Validation work by B. Hooper, B. Cohen, et al. finds too much MHD
activity in the quiescent phase of the simulation, making confinement
lower than in the experiment.
• Eric Howell is starting a linear study of drift effects on resonant modes.
• Equilibria from Corsica are not convenient due to interpolation from one
mesh to another, wall-coils, practicalities.
• Howell has made significant progress on an equilibrium solver for
NIMROD that uses our finite elements, and it allows R→0 and current on
open field.
• It solves                                                          for symmetry & regularity.

Poloidal flux (left) and
pressure (right) from
one of the first
equilibria generated by
NIM[insert name here]
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Pegasus Flux Compression

• Pegasus now has a miniature
gun on the outside of the
midplane.
• Recent modifications to the
vertical field circuits allow flux
compression.
• John O’Bryan has code that
reads time-dependent data from
the experiment’s ‘wall’ code.
The data is used for bcs for B.
• The poloidally localized current
source is used to generate the gun
current.
• The computations use
temperature-dependent resistivity,
thermal conduction, and Ohmic
heating.

Poloidal flux (left) and Jφ (right) at 100 and 217 µs.



Modeling the small moving current channel requires
resolution near midplane and initial radial position.

The most recent computations use a 48×48
mesh of packed bicubic elements.

There is an initial loss of current but some
amount of increase later.

Laboratory results show sensitivity to timing between the gun turnoff and the
vertical flux swing.



Tearing-mode Computation

Jake King has extended large guide-field linear computations for
benchmarking with theory by V.V. Mirnov. [GP8.00143]

• Reaching the asymptotic regime with ρs< L and L << box requires
greater resolution (packed 120×14, biquartic) than previous cases with
L < ρs.

• Table shows small delta-prime, large-beta regime results.



For small δ/L, there is quantitative agreement with Mirnov
over a range of beta and with Ramos in the high-beta limit.



CDX-U: the new CDX-U equilibrium is constructed to be
a steady state for the entire system of equations.
• Equilibrium p, I, and ψ read from a new JSOLVER output, “fixed129x257.”

• Number density profile computed in FLUXGRID to match analytical:

  and makes T linear in psi-tilde.

• Perpendicular thermal conductivity to enforce steady state:
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• This profile is now computed in FLUXGRID / subroutine process_eq using
gt%r2g spline data and numerically evaluating
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• Using the kappa-value from JSOLVER (times γ-1 for NIMROD’s input)
produces a reasonably good steady-state with the JSOLVER loop voltage.



More on new CDX-U computations:

• Transfer_eq is used (for all but the number density profile).

• There is Ohmic heating with temperature-dependent resistivity.

• New M3D prescription: make viscous diffusivity 10 times
toroidal average of magnetic diffusivity.

• Holdover, case-specific modifications (now in nimuw
cdxu_mods branch) make all thermal conductivity and
coefficients for dissipative viscosity independent of n-variations.



Nonlinear simulation with n up to 10 settles into a sawtooth
cycle with period of ~330 µs.

Total and internal energies show a significant
drop at the first crash but mostly the same
decay as axisym. computation afterward.

• Computation ran on 44 Franklin
processors in 13.6 wall-clock hours.



Conclusions

• Global effects influence reconnection in MRX through
pressure.  (described as compressibility?)

• A validation study for SSPX is leading us to consider drift
stabilization.

• Significant progress has been made on an equilibrium solver.

• Pegasus flux compression work is getting underway.

• Two-fluid tearing computations are verified, and the emphasis
will shift to nonlinear simulation.

• Case-specific modifications to FLUXGRID allow us to run
the new CDX-U computations.


